
APPENDIX 2  
The venues website offers the following information and guidance to hirers on capacity figures and 
the availability of alcohol as well Bands available to play at events and corresponding prices: 
  

The Classic Romanian Restaurant – located in Tottenham 
Bruce Grove Station was opened in the desire to remind 
the Romanians to spend Romanians even if they are far 
from home 

The Classic Restaurant is located on two halls of 100 seats, respectively 450 seats. 

The 100-seat room is open daily a la carte, where we are waiting for you to enjoy our traditional Romanian 

and international dishes during a dinner for two or in the family, as well as during the parties organized by 

us. 

Totenham Classic Romanian Restaurant organizes private parties 
from 10 to 450 seats 

         Weddings 

         Baptisms 

         Anniversaries 

         corporate events 

The advantage that our customers can benefit from is the fact that the Classic restaurant can stay 

open until the morning, depending on the customer's request 

Together with our associates, whom we have chosen with great care to be at the highest standards, we try 

to offer you the most complex and successful services : 

         any kind of private party of maximum 450 seats 

         personalized decorations according to your request 

         menus according to your desire and budget 

         vegetarian menus, halal, children 

         carved fruit bar and chocolate fountain 

         candybar 

         photo-video services 

         live music, band and DJ 

         bearish for baptism, various cartoon characters 

         cocktail bar 

         cakes of your choice 

https://romaninlondra.com/


Are you thinking of a corporate Easter party? Classic 
Romanian Restaurant in Tottenham announces the 
opening of the season 

Announcements on ROLO! 

         We party Romanian – Classic Restaurant Tottenham 

         Classic Restaurant – Easter party in Tottenham 

Easter, the feast of the Lord's Resurrection is the most magnified, gratifying and solemn of the holidays of 

the year! It's the family celebration, the moment you gather all your family and friends! As is the tradition 

on the table will not miss the cake, pasca, red eggs and other traditional Romanian dishes. 

The menu at just £100 per person to be prepared by chef Dragos will include: 

         1) Traditional Easter appetizer 

         2) Sărmăluţele cu mămăliguţa 

         3) Baked lamb (chicken breast) seasoned with potatoes sprinkled with rosemary and spring salad 

         Drinks: 2 bottles Jack Daniel's, 2 bottles of wine, liqueur, 5 Coca Cola, 5 Fanta, 5 Red Bull, 2 

mineral waters / meal 10 people 

In order to have a warm atmosphere and with maximum fun, we 
are waiting for you with Viorica, Ionita and Margherita together 
with the CLEJANI BAND to spend together 

Unforgettable emotions and feelings are guaranteed to you. 

We are waiting for you with much love! 

         02080622026 

         07568441416 

  
The Facebook page even now offers a live event in November, for singers and band: 
https://m.facebook.com/clasic.restaurant1/photos/a.299225937383239/905276366778190/?type=
3&source=48&__tn__=EH-R 
  
Mr Mandache has been onsite each time officers have attended, the matters found are subject to a 
prosecution. 
  
Regards 
Daliah Barrett 
 
 

https://anunturi.romaninlondra.com/
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